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Abstract
This study aims to describe the implementation of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) of mathematics
teachers in the teaching practice of the material system of linear equations of two variables (SLETV). The
approach used is a qualitative case study. The main instrument is the researchers themselves and the supporting
instruments is a vignette sheet, sheet Content Representation (CoRe), and video tape recorders (Handycam).
Research procedure includes providing vignette sheets and sheets of CoRe, making instructional videos and
conducting the interview. Data were analyzed using frameworks Karahasan. The results showed that the subject
1 (S1) found that the implementation of the PCK S1 when teaching increased from PCK S1 prior to the
implementation of the teaching practice, while the subject 2 (S2) found that the implementation of the PCK S2
upon teaching declined from PCK S2 prior to the implementation of the teaching practice.
Keywords: the implementation of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), teaching practice, system of linear
equations of two variables (SLETV)
1. Introduction
1.1 Introduce the Problem
Research on the pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) and the teachers’ teaching practice has been done by
many previous investigators. But they rarely research has focused on the implementation of PCK in teaching
practice. Therefore it is necessary to research specifically explores how teachers implement its PCK in teaching
practice. System of Linear Equation of Two Variable (SLETV) was selected as the material in the study because
these materials often lead to misconceptions students have difficulties, especially in solving problems that have
infinitely many solutions or who do not have a solution.
1.2 Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK)
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) introduced by Shulman (1986) is an issue that continues to grow today.
PCK is described as a result of the integration between the understanding of teaching materials (content
knowledge) and understanding the way of educating (pedagogical knowledge) that blend into one that needs to
be owned by a teacher. Shuell and Shulman (in Eggen & Kauchak, 2007) theorized that PCK is an understanding
of effective learning methods to explain the specific material, as well as an understanding of what makes a
particular material is easy or difficult to learn.
Some researchers have explained about the components of PCK (Shulman, 1986; Grossman’s, 1990; Rollnick
et.al., 2008). Shulman (1986) mentions three components of PCK: (1) knowledge of topics regularly taught in
one’s subject area, (2) knowledge of forms of representation of those ideas, and (3) knowledge of students’
understanding of the topics. Grossman’s (1990) state that the construct of PCK includes four central components:
(1) conception of teaching purposes–knowledge and beliefs about the purposes for teaching a subject at different
grade levels; (2) knowledge of students, including students’ understanding, conceptions, and misconceptions of
particular topics in a subject matter; (3) curricular knowledge, which includes knowledge of curriculum materials
available for teaching particular subject matter and knowledge about both the horizontal and vertical curricula
for a subject; as well as (4) knowledge of instructional strategies and representations for teaching particular
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topics. While Rollnick et al. (2008) found PCK is a mixture of the four areas of the knowledge base for teaching,
namely: a) Content Knowledge; b) Knowledge of learners; c) General Pedagogical Knowledge; and d)
Knowledge of Context. In this study, researchers used the Rollnick et al.’s (2008) opinion and focus on the three
components of the first with the little change in terms is for general pedagogical knowledge into knowledge of
teaching. Rollnick Opinion been selected because the components mentioned are the core components of PCK
and can accommodate the components mentioned by another expert.
1.3 Teaching Practice
In early studies of teachers’ practices, practice was mostly regarded as “actions”, “acts” or “behaviours”. But this
evolved in interesting ways over the years as suggested by the following examples. Simon and Tzur (1997)
discussed practice as including what the teacher does, knows, believes and intends, adding: “we see the teacher’s
practice as a conglomerate that cannot be understood looking at parts from the whole (i.e., looking only at beliefs,
or questioning, or mathematical knowledge, etc.)”. Skott (1999) underlined the importance of motives in the
study of teachers’ practices. Saxe (1999) considered practices as “recurrent socially organized activities that
permeate daily life”. A key assumption is that there is a reflective relation between individual activities and
practices, since the activities of the individual are constitutive of practices and, at the same time, practices give
form and social meaning to the activities of the individual. Boaler (2003) described practices as “the recurrent
activities and norms that develop in classrooms over time, in which teachers and students engage”. Common to
Boaler and Saxe is the notion of stability and recurrence of practices. However, Saxe emphasized their socially
organized nature and Boaler considered not only activities but also norms.
If we regard the study of the practices of social actors in their natural contexts to be: the activities, the recurrence,
the social setting and the knowledge, meanings and motives of the participants, then teachers’ practices can be
viewed as the activities that they regularly conduct, taking into consideration their working context, and their
meanings and intentions. This includes the social structure of the context and its many layers – classroom, school,
community, professional structure and educational and social system. But this can be problematic, as noted by
Even and Schwartz (2002) who discussed the issue of competing interpretations of teachers’ practice and its
implications for research. They showed that any given theoretical framework tends to ask its own kind of
questions and leads naturally to a different picture of the situation. They suggested that practice is too complex to
be understood by only one perspective but pointed out that while combining several theoretical approaches may
seem an appealing proposal, it may raise questions of legitimacy that must be addressed by researchers. However,
they leave it as an open question to be addressed by researchers.
1.4 Framework for Analyzing Implementation of PCK in Teaching Practice
In this study, PCK of mathematics teachers and implementation on teaching practice will be analyzed using an
analytical framework PCK of Karahasan (2010). This framework is chosen because it is a refinement of the
previous framework, namely Thompson (1991) and Ebert (1993). The description of each component and the
level presented in Table 1 as follows.
Table 1. The descriptions of PCK (Karahasan, 2010)
Component
of PCK
Knowledge of
Teaching

Knowledge of
Learners

Level 0

Level 1

Level 2

- are seen as knowledge
providers and demonstrators
for the students
- introduce procedures after
concepts
- dominate the flow of
information that is a path
between the teacher and
student
- have problems sequencing the
topics and problems during
teaching/ lesson planning
- have difficulty in controlling
the class to have a democratic
teaching environment

- not only provide necessary rules
and procedures but also help
students to develop meaning and
understanding
- view their role as one of advising,
appraising, and admonishing
- still dominate the flow of
information which is a path
between teacher to the student
- only have problems sequencing
the problems during teaching/
lesson planning
- sometimes controls the class to
have a democratic teaching
environment

- facilitate and guide students rather
than provide answers and
explanations
- value student understanding and
extend that understanding by
questioning further mathematical
knowledge
- value student-to-student interactions
- allow and encourage students to
construct mathematical knowledge
through mathematical inquiry
- sequence the topics and problems in
an appropriate way
- controls the class to have a
democratic teaching environment

- have difficulty in diagnosing
errors of the students

- diagnosing some of the student
errors and even if they address the

- easily diagnose student errors and
address students difficulties
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- view responding to students
misconceptions as an
opportunity for them to tell the
student the direct rule or
procedure
- have difficulty in realizing
students needs for
understanding

Content
Knowledge

- unable to express definitions
correctly
- unable to use appropriate
notation sensibly
- use only declarative and/or
procedural questions
- unable to interpret and use
different representations easily
- face difficulty when there is a
need to see connections
between different
topics/subunits

-

-

-

error they focus on the surface
futures of the error
solve similar numerical examples,
practice problems but also
appreciate the importance of
discussion
from time to time realize students’
needs for understanding and
prepare learning environments.
express definitions correctly
use appropriate notation sensibly
still use declarative and/or
procedural questions
interpret and use graphical and
other representations
see connections between different
topics/subunits

Vol. 10, No. 3; 2017
- guide and facilitate students rather
than providing answers and
explanations
- aware of students‟ needs for
understanding and accordingly able
to create rich learning environments.

- express definitions correctly
- use appropriate notation sensibly
- use all type of questions (declarative,
procedural, and conditional) in an
appropriate positions
- interpret and use graphical and other
representations sensibly
- see connections between different
topic/subunits and move among them
smoothly

1.5 The Aim of the Study
The purpose of the study was to describe the implementation of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) of
mathematics teachers in the teaching practice of the material system of linear equations of two variables. This
research is expected to produce findings that are useful for the development of teachers knowledge in teaching
especially pedagogical content knowledge.
2. Method
This study used a qualitative approach with case study. The case study is the description and intensive analysis of
the phenomenon, a social unit, or systems that are limited by time and place (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2008). Design
of case studies conducted to gain in-depth understanding of the situation and meaning. Attention is preferred on
process rather than results.
2.1 Partisipant (Subject) Characteristics
The study involved six mathematics teachers who teach high school in 10th grade. Six mathematics teachers
were asked to fill PCK writing instruments and video taken during the implementation of learning materials
Systems of Linear Equations 2 variables. Of the six teachers have 2 subjects with the criteria of teachers who
experienced a shift from the PCK to PCK implementation in learning. The shift in question is a mismatch
between teachers PCK with the implementation of PCK in teaching.
2.2 Instruments
There are two main type of instruments will be used, main and auxiliary instruments. The main instruments is
the researchers themselves who act as planners, data collectors, data analysis, interpreters, and reporters of
research results. The auxiliary instruments used in this study are vignette, content representation (CoRe) and
video recorder (handycam).
2.3 Research Procedures
The procedures in this study include the provision of writing instruments in the form of vignette sheets and CoRe
sheet, making instructional videos, and conducting the interview. Interviews were conducted to obtain the
classification of the object if there are things that are less obvious than the subject’s response to the writing
instrument and the teaching practice of the subject.
2.4 Data Analysis
Qualitative data analysis is the effort made by working with the data, organize data, sorted them into units that
can be managed, synthesize, search and find patterns, find what is important and what is learned, and decide
what can be narrated to others, activities in qualitative data analysis performed interactively and runs
continuously until complete, so that the data is already saturated. Activities in the data analysis, namely data
reduction, data presentation, and verification/conclusion.
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3. Results and Discussion
Here are presented resuults of researcch on the impplementation of pedagogicaal content knoowledge (PCK
K) of
teachers inn the teachingg practice in tthe material ssystem of lineear equations oof two variabbles along with
h the
discussionn of the findinggs of this reseaarch.
3.1 Subjecct 1 (S1)
3.1.1 PCK
K of Subject 1 (S1)
(
In the com
mponent of knoowledge of teaaching, subjecct S1 has beenn trying to builld meaning annd understandin
ng to
students, ffor example, to understandd the meaningg 0 = 1, and 0 = 0 on thee outcome of the eliminatio
on or
substitutioon of the studeents are asked to draw a grapph of the SLE
ETV, so that w
will be visible pposition of the
e two
lines. It is as shown in thhe S1 responsee to the case 2 of vignette as follows:
Translatte in English:
when stuudents get ressults like the aabove, then th
he
student iis directed to ddraw graphics solution. of th
he
graph w
will look two lines parallel. T
This means tha
at
both linees will not inteersect or do noot have a cut-offf
point, soo SLETV aboove concludedd that have no
n
solution..
Figgure 1. Response of S1 in viggnette case 2
u
Based on tthe response seeen that the S11 has been ablee to explain to the students hhow to interpreet these cases, using
the help of graphs. But when asked too provide an aalternative expplanation otherr than the grapph S1 states do
o not
know, as w
well as excerptts of the interviiew follows:
R

:

If I may know
w, what is the reprresentation of a soolution of SLETV??

S1

:

In the form of
o cutting point Siir. So if the picturees, graphs of SPL in case 2 will be two parallel liness, so there is no po
oint

R

:

Perhaps therre are other explaanations besides ussing graphs?

S1

:

No Sir.

of intersectioon. Which means tthat the SPL does not have a solutioon.

But in nam
ming the concceptual knowleedge needed inn studying thiis material S1 could not sayy with detailed
d and
precise. W
While related too his role as asssessor and rem
minders, S1 hass been able to assess the resuults of the stud
dents’
work, althhough still com
mmon errors inn judgment. T
This is shown in response too S1 in the caase 1 of vignettte as
follows.
Transllate in English:
1. maade less approppriate analogyy, it should be
x: number of boooks,
y: number of penncils
2. sett of solution of the probleem has not be
een
wrritten
Figgure 2. Response of S1 in viggnette case 1
From these responses caan be seen thatt the S1 can bee stated that thhe analogy of tthe student is sstill not quite right,
r
but S1 cann not provide a more approprriate analogy.
It also is uusing assessm
ment tests throuugh formative tests or quizzzes or non-test through obseervation of stu
udent
performannce. While the mentioned steeps of learning S1 not menttioned in detaail and sequencce of how learrning
steps shouuld be. This is as
a evident from
m the responsee S1 CoRe 6a aas follows:
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Traanslate in Engglish:
N
No.

66.

Content
Representattion
(CoRe)
a. Teaching
procedures
(and particuular
reasons
for using theese
to engage
with this ideea).

Central Concept-1
L
LETV

Central Conccept-2
SLETV
V

Central Conceept-3
Solution of SLE
ETV

The teacher explains at
the blackbooard linear
equations oof two
variables
Students arre asked to
provide exaamples of
things that are
associated with two
variable linnear equations

The teacher explaains at the
blackboard system
m of
linear equations iin two
variables
Students are askeed to give
examples and meention
things related to ssystems of
linear equations oof two
variables

If thhere is a SLETV thhen the
studdent is required too determine
the value of x and y oor
deteermine the solution of
SLE
ETV. Students are asked to
nam
me some solution m
methods
SLE
ETV then to step w
work
SLE
ETV solution can bbe read
from
m textbooks

F
Figure 3. Respponse of S1 in CoRe 6b
In responsse, it appears thhat S1 has nott written learniing steps detaiiled in each off the key conceepts of SLETV
V. On
the other sside S1 is alreeady able to w
write an experieence for teachhing SLETV hhow should thee graphical me
ethod
presented, ie, before the student can drraw a graph LE
ETV, then draw
w a graph SLE
ETV not given beforehand. Based
B
on the desccription it can be said that thhe knowledge oof teaching of S1 is at “levell 2”.
On the othher side, S1 haas done a diaggnosis of studeents’ mistakes, as seen from the response oof S1 in a case 5of
vignette ass follows.
Transllate in Englishh:
Any errrors found on
n these answers?
errorss contained in ssteps 4 and 5.
shouldd the entire cooefficients on the left and right
sectionns multipliedd by 3. Th
This resulted in
miscallculations in oorder to obtain the final answ
wer.
Figure 4. Response oof S1in vignettee case 5 (part 11)
S1 is able to show the loocation of the m
mistakes madee by the studennts, namely whhen multiplyingg the equation by 3,
not all tribbes multipliedd by three. However, there iis something qquite interestinng when S1 pprompted to co
orrect
students’ m
mistakes, S1 writing
w
throughh responses/com
mments as folllows:
Translatte in English:
How do you fix the mistakes made bby the student?
4 × y/3 + y = 70
×3
4y + 3y = 70
7y = 70
y = 70/77 = 10
Figure 5. Response oof S1in vignettee case 5 (part 22)
From these responses caan be seen turnns S1 at the tim
me showed noo improvementt on the studennts’ answers on the
vignette juust made a misstake on the rigght, which has not been multtiplied by threee. Additionallyy, S1 can deterrmine
the positioon of the mistaakes made by students durinng the linear eqquation multipply by 3, but w
when asked to write
15
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the correctt answers counnt S1 is also too blame. While in facilitatinng students to ssolve problems, S1 demonsttrated
well, for eexample, to guuide students iin solving SLE
ETV, if it prodduces 0 = 1 orr 0 = 0 at the time eliminate
ed or
substitutedd then it is sugggested to usee graph. As inn formulating learning goalss, S1 has beenn able to form
mulate
objectives SLETV quite well, whereass in explainingg the importancce of the mateerials submittedd most still need to
be improvved. Furtherm
more, S1 assocciated with leearning resourrces have not been able too mention learrning
resources other than books and worksheets, for example, the classroom environment, tthe internet, home
h
environmeent, libraries, and
a others. Theerefore, in general, it can be concluded thaat the knowledgge of learners of
o S1
is at “levell 1”.
Additionallly, S1 in statinng the generall form PLDV nnot disclose thhe terms in fulll, namely: the coefficient x and
a y
are not both zero so thatt in response tto the case of tthe form 0x + 0y = 0 has noot been able to explain it welll. S1
also less aappropriate anaalogy about thhe story into a variable, so thhat when studeents write anallogy x = noteb
books
and y = peencils S1 consiiders the analoogy is appropriiate, as shown in response too S1 in the casse vignette 1 ab
bove.
As for the mention of prrocedural know
wledge requireed in S1 SLET
TV material w
well enough to be able to men
ntion
(as shown in Figure 6 onn the response of the S1 CoR
Re 5b below).

Translate in English:
b. P
Procedural knowledge of

• algeebra operations

• algebraa operations

anyything that has a

• stepp drawing graphs

• step draawing graphs
SLETV

conntribution in learnning this

LET
TV

algebra operations

conncept?

F
Figure 6. Respponse of S1 in CoRe 5b
es an
Likewise, the subject is good enoughh to use graph representationn as a responsse of cases 2, which provide
On the other hand, S1 cannnot mention the exact material
explanatioon for the casse 0 = 1 apprroach graph. O
necessary prerequisite too the concept oof principal LE
ETV, SLETV, and completioon SLETV. Soo in general content
knowledgee of S1 is still at the “level 1” as well.
3.1.2 Impllementation off PCK of Subjeect 1
In generall, the practicee of teaching knowledge S1 is good enough. It can be seen from
m of learning steps
coherentlyy are implemeented and com
mpliance with the lesson pllan made the learning and use of the prroper
allocation of sufficient time.
t
S1 also has been tryinng to create leearning that ennable studentss. This can be seen
when expllaining the material SLETV, S1 only explaained globally,, the rest studeents are asked to discuss with the
group of thheir friends. But
B if there is m
material that thhe students feeel elusive, the S1 also providdes a more dettailed
explanatioon, for examplee, when descriibing the graphhical method llooks S1 explaained in sufficiient detail so that it
looks students really undderstand. It is aas shown in the screenshot bbelow instructioonal video.

Figure 77. Instructionaal video screenshot of S1 partt 1
At the tim
me of material explanation,
e
S1 also keep tryying to engagee students, succh students aree invited discussion
to identifyy examples andd are not exam
mples of LETV
V, terms SLET
TV, and the posssibility of setttlement SLETV. In
16
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questioninng and discussiion techniquess, S1 tried to ggive the widest opportunity ffor students too present any given
g
task and pprovide the oppportunity for other studentts to argue or comment if tthere are less fit their ideass. S1
provides rreinforcement after no moree students whoo commented on the presenntation of the students’ answ
wers.
There are things that need
n
to be im
mproved from the practice of teaching kknowledge off S1, ie: not using
u
instructionnal media and learning resouurces are usedd only as workksheets and texxtbooks. The vvaluation techn
nique
used S1 iss the observattion of studentt activity and giving a quizz. At the end of S1 lesson invites studen
nts to
conclude tthat the material being studieed. Of such exxposure could bbe concluded tthat the practicce of knowledge of
teaching oof S1 is at “leveel 2”.
The practiice of knowleddge of learnerrs of S1 also llooks very goood. This is deemonstrated byy always aroun
nd to
monitor thhe work of studdents at the sam
me time proviide assistance iif there are stuudents who feeel confused or have
problems aas long as the students
s
do chhores as Figuree 8 below.

Figure 88. Instructionaal video screenshot of S1 partt 2
Moreover,, any opinion was
w given by S
S1 students alw
ways appreciatted though thaat opinion mayy be less precisse. In
communiccating with stuudents S1 also looks prettyy good, whichh it is visible at the time of S1 provide
es an
explanatioon in front of thhe class as welll as provide ann explanation at the time of S1 around wattching the stud
dent’s
work. S1 aability to engaage students inn learning proccess is also verry good, as seen during the learning S1 ha
ave a
reduced roole as a demonnstrator, but moore often to facilitate and asssist students inn learning. Theerefore, the general
practice off knowledge off learners of S1 can be categgorized into thee “level 2”.
In identifyying the conceppt LETV and S
SLETV, S1 hass been demonsstrated knowleedge and abilityy are quite goo
od, in
addition, tto clarifying thhe concept of S
S1 provides ann illustration inn the form of eexamples and not an examplle. In
addition S1 also providees an example that requires sstudents to thinnk at a higher llevel, for exam
mple, students were
told to dettermine whetheer the equationn xy + y = 3 iss LETV or not. But the analoogy, S1 still m
made some mistakes
such as whhen students write
w
analogy m = mango, andd a = apple, S1 merely proviides that the coorrect response
e is a
= 1 kg of aapples, m = 1 kg
k of mango. W
Whereas the correct analogyy is a = price oof 1 kg of applees, m = the priice of
1 kg of maango. But in other
o
cases, S11 already speciify exact analoogy. Besides, S1 also uses ccharts to clariffy the
interpretattion SLETV soolution. So, in general, it cann be concluded that the practiice of content kknowledge of S1 is
at “level 2”.
Figure 9 bbelow providess an illustrationn of the changge of PCK of S
S1 and its impplementation inn teaching prac
ctice.
And figuree 10 whereas the comparisoon PCK and im
mplementationn of the PCK iin the teachingg practice of S1
S on
each compponent.
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Knowledg
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L

T3

L

T

T

L3
T

T

L3

T
T

T

L

L

T

T

L

L
C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C
C

C

Content
Knowledg

Content
Knowledg

PCK Subject 1 (S1)

Implementation of PCK Subject 1 (S1)

Figure 9. PCK and implementation of PCK Subject 1 (S1)
Information:
: less
: moderate
: good
: increase
: decline
Kknowledge of teaching
Good
Moderate
Less
PCK

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

T1
Knowledge of Learners

T2

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

T3

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

T4

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

T5

Imple
menta
tion

Good
Moderate
Less
PCK

L1
Content Knowledge

L2

L3

L4

Imple
menta
tion

Good
Moderate
Less
PCK

C1

C2

C3

C4

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

C5

Imple
menta
tion

Figure 10. Comparison PCK and implementation of PCK Subject 1 (S1) on each component
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Table 2. Description code from the Figure 9 and Figure 10
Code

PCK of subject 1 (S1)

Implementation of PCK of subject 1 (S1)
Knowledge of Teaching

T1

:

Write down the meaning of 0 = 0 and 0 = 1 to the

Explain the meaning of 0 = 0 and 0 = 1 to the possibility

possibility of solution of SLETV

of solution of SLETV

Write down the apersepsi on material SLETV

Give apersepsi on material SLETV

T2

:

T3

:

Write down the assessment of student work

Give the assessment of student work

T4

:

Explains the types of evaluation that will be conducted

Evaluate the form of the test (quiz) and non test

both test and non test

(observation of student performance)

T5

:

Writing down learning steps in detail

Implementing the learning steps in detail
Knowledge of Learners

L1

:

Explains how diagnose students fault and trouble

Diagnose students fault and trouble

L2

:

Explains how to provide assistance to students in solving

Provide assistance to students in solving problems

problems
L3

:

Write down the importance of the material to students

Explains the importance of the material to students

L4

:

Explains how to engage students in learning

Engage students in learning
Content Knowledge

C1

:

Write down the terms of SLETV

Explain the terms of SLETV

C2

:

Write down the analogy of word problems into variables

Expalins the analogy of word problems into variables

C3

:

Explaining the conceptual and procedural knowledge in

Shows the conceptual and procedural knowledge in

SLETV

SLETV

C4

:

Writing out the graphical representation of SLETV

Use the graphical representation of SLETV

C5

:

Write down the material prerequisites of SLETV

Explain the material prerequisites of SLETV

Based on the above analysis it can be concluded that the overall implementation of PCK S1 during teaching
practice has increased from its PCK portrait. Although S1 still has three years of teaching experience, but S1
already has a teaching certificate obtained through the Professional Teacher Education Program. This is likely to
affect the increase. It is slightly at odds with the findings of the Black (2008) that the observations of classroom
instructional practices of teachers before and after professional development showed little difference in content
knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge of them. Besides the improvement that occurred in the
implementation of PCK S1 is also influenced by the context (in this case is the environment and students).
Classes are taught by S1 is a class majoring in science in general interest in the learning of mathematics is higher
than the other majors. Knowledge of the context mentioned by many researchers as an important component of
pedagogical content knowledge (Abd Rahman & Scaife, 2005; Grossman, 1990; Marks, 1990; Veal & MaKinster,
1999). Besides According Subanji (2015) PCK be the main thing for the development of teacher competence. By
mastering pedagogical content at the same time, teachers will be easy to make students learn optimally. This can
happen because the teacher will understand how the process of knowledge construction by students. By
understanding the process of “construction by students” will help the teacher to be able to prepare lesson plans,
activity sheets, and learning media as well. In addition Improved performance of professional and
self-actualization shows their ongoing efforts to improve the professionalism of the teacher himself. This is in
accordance with the duties and obligations of teachers in improving the professionalism of self-sustainability
(Subanji, 2015).
3.2 Subject 2 (S2)
3.2.1 PCK Subject 2 (S2)
S2 have shown an ability to construct meaning and understanding to students, for example, to understand the
meaning 0 = 1, and 0 = 0 on the results of elimination or substitution. First, it must be understood that the
solution of SLETV using the graph is the intersection of the two lines further students are asked to draw a graph
of SLETV. This is as evident in the response S2 in the case 2 of vignette below.
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Translatte in English:
Previoussly described first problem
m because th
he
point off intersection oof two lines SL
LETV, one wa
ay
of determ
mining the soluution is to use a graph, whic
ch
determinnes the intersecction of the tw
wo graphs / line
e.
due to 2xx - 3y = 1 andd 4x = 6 are tw
wo parallel line
es
that do nnot intersect thhe SLETV 2x - 3y = 1 and 4x
4
= 6 doess not have a soolution.
Figuure 11. Responnse of S2 in viggnette case 2
For the casse 0 = 1 SLET
TV if drawn thee graph in the form of two parallel lines, soo it does not hhave a cut-off point.
p
As for the case 0 = 0 SL
LETV if drawnn the graph in tthe form of two lines coinciddes, so the poinnt of intersectiion is
infinitely m
many. Besides S2 also has annother alternattive is to write the results of the example aas 0y = 1 and 0y
y = 0,
from the sshape of the exxpected studennts can find relevant conclussions SLETV solution. This is as shown in the
following interview exceerpt:
P

:

S2
P
IM

:
:
:

Well, now we
w get into the caase 2. In this seconnd case your answ
wer using annotattions to the graphhical method. Welll if
you must knnow that if a settleement SLETV reprresented in graph fform of what?
In the form of cut-off point Siir.
Perhaps theere are other expllanations besides uusing graphs Sir?
Well Sir, thhe equation 0 = 1 that we write in the form of 0x = 1, or 0Y = 1, so tthat here there is no value of x and
dy
that satisfy the equation. Thuus concluded does not have a solutioon.

On the otther side, S2 is
i still lackingg in mentioninng the prerequuisite knowleddge are needeed in studying
g this
material. A
As related to his
h role as asseessor and remiinders, S2 has been able to aassess the resuults of the stud
dents’
work veryy well, but it also uses the asssessment proceess (group work), assignmennts and formattive tests. The steps
have not pprepared a detaailed study andd sequence andd did not reflecct the learning activities that enable the stud
dents.
Likewise in formulatingg learning goaals, S2 only aable to formullate objectivess SLETV withh enough category.
Based on tthe descriptionn then generally it can be saidd that the know
wledge of teaching of S2 is aat “level 1”.
Additionallly, S2 has beeen able to makee a diagnosis oof students’ miistakes, and bee able to explaain the solution
n. For
example, S
S2 can determ
mine the positioon of the mistaakes made by sstudents during the linear eqquation multiply by
3, and can explain how the
t answer shoould have beenn, as a responsee to the case 5 of vignette as follows.
Translatte in English:
How do you fix the mistakes made bby the student?
on
Recalls the distributivve property off multiplicatio
t
to the aaddition/subtraaction. May bbe one way to
provide an example ussing numbers. E
Example
2 (3 + 4)) is equal to 2..4 instead of 2..3 + 2.3 + 4
Figuure 12. Responnse of S2 in viggnette case 5
Likewise, based on teacching experience S2 is able tto mention thee difficulties nnormally experrienced by stud
dents
in these m
materials, nameely: the difficullty drawing grraphs and diffiiculty letting vvariables in terrms of the story
y. As
in facilitatting students to solve probblems, S2 dem
monstrated welll. For exampple, to guide sstudents in solving
SLETV, iff it produces 0 = 1 or 0 = 0 at the time eliiminated or subbstituted, the sstudents are assked to write down
d
the resultss of the exampple as 0y = 1 and 0y = 0. S
S2 capabilities in explainingg the importance of the mate
erials
delivered still needs to be developedd. Further asssociated with learning resouurces S2 onlyy mention learrning
resources iie books and worksheets,
w
noot to mention oother sources liike the internett and the classrroom environm
ment.
Based on tthe descriptionn, in general, itt can be concluuded that the kknowledge of leearners S2 is aat “level 2”.
S2 is able to mention a sufficient
s
conddition SLETV aand able to staate the relationnship between solution of SL
LETV
and the grraph representtation. S2 has also been veery good in adddressing the analogy x = nnotebooks and
d y =
pencils, annd could indiccate a more apppropriate anaalogy, namely x = price of 1 notebooks aand y = price of 1
pencils. It’’s as seen from
m the response S2 to case 1 oof vignette as fo
follows.
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Translatte in English:
In insertting still not quuite right, it shhould
x is the pprice of 1 notebook
y is the pprice of one peencil
for the pprocess is correect
Figuure 13. Responnse of S2 in viggnette case 1
Likewise iin the principlees of solution methods and pprinciples SLE
ETV multiplyinng the equationn by a constan
nt, S2
already unnderstand welll. Additionallyy, S2 has beenn able to menttion the materrial prerequisittes for the matterial
SLETV altthough it is lim
mited as a respponse S2 to thee CoRe 4 below
w.

Translate in English:
4.. a. What is thee Material and
any prerequissite skills
students needd to have in
order to undeerstand this
concept well??

algebra operationns

algebra operations,

aalgebra operationss,

drawing a line

ddrawing a line

F
Figure 14. Ressponse of S2 inn CoRe 4
On the othher side S2 lesss able to mentiion the concepptual and proceedural knowledge required in SLETV material.
So in geneeral, content knnowledge of S22 is at “level 22”.
3.2.2 Impllementation off PCK of Subjeect 2
In lessons,, S2 is not opttimal in creatinng a coherent teaching. For example in innitiating SLET
TV material, S2
2 has
not submittted the learninng objectives bbe achieved annd also not put the points of tthe material thhat the studentss will
learn sequentially. In adddition, S2 is ennough to use qquestioning andd discussion. T
This was seen during the stud
dy, at
the first m
meeting S2 doominating rolee as demonstrator (Figure 115) but in thee second meetting S2 is a lot of
discussionn and question and answer seession with the students ratheer than explainning the lecturee method.
S2 use thee assessment process,
p
namelly through the observation oof performancee (activity) stuudents in the group
g
and at the time of presenntation. Howeever, at the endd of the lessonn S2 has not a reflection by getting studen
nts to
conclude tthat the materiaal being studieed. So generallly can be inferrred from the ppractice of knoowledge of teac
ching
S2 is at “leevel 0”.

Figure 15. Instructionaal video screennshot of S2 parrt 1
During leaarning, especiaally in the seccond meeting, S2 is often sseen helping sstudents to undderstand and solve
problems SLETV. S2 uses
u
easy expllanation acceppted students, for example when studentts are confuse
ed by
analogy x = mango, y = apple, S2 pprovide awarenness to studennts by restorinng the sentencces of mathem
matics
derived to sentences aboout the story, sso that studentts can know, w
where errors inn analogy madde (Figure 16). But
S2 still occcasionally seenn engaging stuudents in learnning. In additioon, because of poor time mannagement, S2 often
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dominate certain materiial explanationn. It is an eviident lack of giving studennts the chance to argue after the
presentatioon of the group
up is completedd. It can thereffore be concluuded that the ppractice of knoowledge of lea
arners
of S2 is at “level 1”.

Figure 16. Instructionaal video screennshot of S2 parrt 2
S2 has shoown good conttent knowledge in teaching ppractice. For eexample in letting variable frrom about the story
and explaiin the proceduure in SLETV solution methhod. Similarly, when explainning the meaniing 0 = 0 from
m the
eliminationn. Therefore, the
t practice off the content knnowledge of S22 is at “level 22”.
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Information:
: less
: moderate
: good
: increase
: decline
Knowledge of Teaching
Good
Moderate
Less
PCK

T1

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

T2

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

T3

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

T4

Imple
menta
tion

PCK

T5

Imple
menta
tion

Knowledge of Learners
Good
Moderate
Less
PCK

L1

PCP

PCK

PCP

PCK

PCP

PCK

PCP

PCK

PCP

PCK

PCP

PCK

PCP

L2

L3

L4

Content Knowledge
Good
Moderate
Less
PCK

C1

PCP

C2

C3

C4

PCK

C5

PCP

Figure 18. Comparison PCK and implementation of PCK Subject 2 (S2) on each component
Table 3. Description code from the Figure 17 and Figure 18
Code

PCK of subject 2 (S2)

Implementation of PCK of subject 2 (S2)
Knowledge of Teaching

T1

:

Write down the meaning of 0 = 0 and 0 = 1 to the

Explain the meaning of 0 = 0 and 0 = 1 to the possibility

possibility of solution of SLETV

of solution of SLETV

Write down the apersepsi on material SLETV

Give apersepsi on material SLETV

T2

:

T3

:

Write down the assessment of student work

Give the assessment of student work

T4

:

Explains the types of evaluation that will be conducted

Evaluate the form of the test (quiz) and non test

both test and non test

(observation of student performance)
Implementing the learning steps in detail

T5

:

Writing down learning steps in detail

L1

:

Explains how diagnose students fault and trouble

Diagnose students fault and trouble

L2

:

Explains how to provide assistance to students in solving

Provide assistance to students in solving problems

Knowledge of Learners

problems
L3

:

Write down the importance of the material to students

Explains the importance of the material to students

L4

:

Explains how to engage students in learning

Engage students in learning

C1

:

Write down the terms of SLETV

Explain the terms of SLETV

C2

:

Write down the analogy of word problems into variables

Expalins the analogy of word problems into variables

C3

:

Explaining the conceptual and procedural knowledge in

Shows the conceptual and procedural knowledge in

SLETV

SLETV

Content Knowledge

C4

:

Writing out the graphical representation of SLETV

Use the graphical representation of SLETV

C5

:

Write down the material prerequisites of SLETV

Explain the material prerequisites of SLETV

Figure 17 and Figure 18 above provides an illustration of the change PCK of S2 and its implementation in
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teaching practice.
In the component of knowledge and teaching practices, portrait PCK and implemntation of PCK of S2 are
shifting down. Yet judging from the work experience, S2 have the life of over 5 years. It is slightly at odds with
the opinion Gatbonton (2008) that a group of experienced teachers has the pedagogical knowledge that is more
detailed, particularly in regards students’ attitudes and behavior. In lessons, S2 use the lecture method. According
to Anthony and Walshaw (2009), when a teacher uses lectures, he dominated the information while students
passively listening. Anthony and Walshaw shows that effective teachers encourage class activity in question is
planned with care that encourages students to speak their mathematical ideas about mathematical concepts. As
for the components of the knowledge of the students and their teaching practices, S2 has a shift from the PCK to
implentation PCK in teaching practice by category down. Even and Tirosh (1995) investigated the teacher’s
knowledge of the students and found that teachers are reluctant to try to understand the source of the students’
responses although they need this information to make appropriate instructional decisions to help students learn.
When students give a wrong answer they tend to explain the correct answers rather than asking students how
they find the answer. Thus, they miss the opportunity to detect gaps in students’ understanding of mathematics
and helping them to construct their mathematical knowledge.
Li (2009) in his research concluded that PCK mathematics teachers have an impact on the teaching they do is
apparent not only from the object of teaching, structure of teaching, and the idea of explaining, but also from the
view of education, emotional teaching, teaching design, teaching language, mathematical thinking students,
student learning attitude and so on. This decrease is also due to the lack of precise time and context management
(environment and students) as Abd Rahman & Scaife (2005) opinions.
4. Conclusion
S1 PCK shift in the practice of teaching to the category of “shifting it up” particularly on the component of the
knowledge of learners and content knowledge, while the S2 PCK shift in the practice of teaching to the category
of “shift down” particularly on the component knowledge of teaching and knowledge of learners. Things that
affect the increase or decrease in the implementation of the PCK are professional training for teachers who have
been followed, the context (the classroom environment and the students taught), time management learning and
teaching experience.
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